
Climbing in 
La Crosse

A valuable and 
untapped 

community 
resource for all

Coulee Region Climber's Coop
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Top Rope Climbing

A safe form of climbing where the climber is 
protected from a fall; by the rope above, 
passing through fixed anchors and back down 
to the belayer.  Most people’s exposure to 
climbing is top roped climbing in controlled 
environments.



Sport Climbing
A type of climbing that relies on permanent 
anchors fixed to the rock for protection.  Fixed 
anchors are used to mitigate climber impact, 
and offer improved safety for climbers across 
many skill levels.  An advanced, pure recreational, 
low equipment aspect of climbing.



Bouldering

A style of climbing emphasizing gymnastic 
movement, performed without equipment on 
short boulders, objects, or routes.  Landing 
mats (“crash pads”) and spotters provide 
safety.





“Trad” Climbing
Traditional Free Climbing is a method of protecting 
a climber from falls without fixed anchors.  
Protection is removable, normally by the belayer
upon completion of a pitch.  This advanced 
discipline requires broad understanding of 
technical aspects of the sport, as well as accepting 
higher risks involved.



Climbing has evolved...

It’s no longer outside the 
mainstream



Art by Constant Climbing



Estimated number of US climbers

1994 ~350,000

2016~7,200,000



More about climbers

• Estimated 7.2 million climbers in US (Outdoor Foundation)

• 1.5 million American youth, 6-17 yrs old climb

• Highest concentration of climbers between 26-36 yrs old.

• Generally college educated & professionally driven.

• Professional median household income: ~$75,000

• 2015 Red River Gorge Economic Survey: $3.6m annually

• 2015 Chattanooga Economic Survey: $7m annually

• On the look out for new places and local experiences.



Indoor Rock 
Climbing 
participation 
on the rise

Steady growth of new climbing 
gyms, 10% growth annually 
since 2010

5000+ new climbers fill out 
digital waivers each day in 
American climbing gyms.

517 commercial gyms in USA 
(2018)

Colleges & Universities, 
outdoor clubs, community 
centers, City park walls are all 
on the rise.



Why support climbing?



climbing provides

Numerous physical benefits, such as building 
endurance, strength, and flexibility. 

Benefits both the brain and mental health; known to 
increase confidence, reduce stress and have positive 
outcomes on mental strength. 

It helps build a community revolved around a positive 
outdoor recreation activity

Increases environmental awareness



Climbers are 
stewards

• National organization Access Fund routinely 
sponsors “Adopt-A-Crag” days for trail 
maintenance, waste removal, and educating local 
climbers about best ethics.

• American Alpine Club runs stewardship days 
during “Craggin’ Classic” events, most recently at 
Devil’s Lake State Park.

• State organizations (Wisconsin Climber’s 
Association, Minnesota Climber’s Association) host 
regular meet-and-clean dates.

• Leave No Trace ethics are hard-wired into the 
sport.

• Sport Climbing seeks to minimize impact through 
best practices.



Why Grandads?



It needs help

• Buckthorn and Honeysuckle are a 
significant issue for the prairie.

• Graffiti is a growing problem.

• Trash, glass, and construction debris 
litter the Quarry.

• Climbers, Hikers, Bird Watchers, and 
other enthusiasts cannot keep up with 
the waste.



Continuing 
Stewardship

• ORA Grand Cleanup removed roughly 
two tons of trash, with more work to do.

• High-risk areas do not have adequate 
signs or warnings.

• No markers for trails, boundaries, or 
EMS contact information.

• Erosion from improper trails.

• Invasive species overrun former quarry 
floor.

• Former industrial site was never 
reclaimed or made suitable.



It has potential

• Favorable distance from metro areas; one-day or 3-
day weekend trips.

• Connection to ORA and Parks projects mutually 
enhances environment.

• Opportunity for youth outreach through guided 
programs.

• UW-La Crosse Exercise and Sport Science, 
Recreation Management, Outdoor Connection and 
other programs would be able to utilize an added 
resource in La Crosse.

• Climbing is a lifetime of fun!



It's partially developed



It's partially developed



It's partially 
developed



An exemplary resource for the La 

Crosse community and recreation 

visitors to the Driftless Region

Activity for the whole family, 

participating and spectating

Potential economic driver for 

outdoor recreation within the region

Local resource developed and 

maintained by local climbers and 

volunteers

The future...

Grandad’s

Quarry

Park

Photo credits: K. Gorny, Mountain Project, and Access Fund
Slides prepared by: N. Barnhart, B. Kuhn
Presentation possible through assistance from: D. Groth, Access Fund, American Alpine Club, and Outdoor Industry Association.



WI Statute 895.52 (1) (g)

City of La Crosse Code of Ordinances Chapter 34, sec. 34-53 

Thanks to volunteer efforts of the 

Wisconsin Climber’s Association, 

the State of WI recognizes rock 

climbing as a permitted 

recreational activity.




